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(a) When to Conduct Market Research

(1) Contracting Officers have the responsibility of informing all requiring activities that, in accordance with FAR 10.001, market research is required prior to the development of new specifications and before soliciting any requisition over the simplified acquisition threshold (SAT).

(2) Contract actions awarded above the SAT shall include documentation that market research was conducted. The market research documentation may be completed using the DCG Market Research Report template. In the case of other than full and open competition, a J&A or other similar format that covers the information areas in FAR 10 and the DCG market research template may be used.

(b) Classified Procurements

(1) Classified Procurements: Market research for contracts that will be classified must be consistent with the security requirements imposed by FAR 6.302-6, National Security, where disclosure of the agency’s needs would compromise the national security. Any number of common approaches or practices for performing market research (See FAR 10.002) may be used except those where the requirement or other salient characteristics of the requirement, having National Security implications, would be disclosed in the public domain or where other aspects of the security plan for the requirement would be violated.
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